
A storybook is a gateway to another world – one in which wallpaper tastes of 

chocolate and bottles labeled ’drink me’ can lead to an unbelievable adventure. 

In the Storytime Collection there are themes and motifs inspired by both classic 

and contemporary stories, laced into picture perfect designs. We believe there’s 

no age limit on imagination – this collection is here to help you weave a bit of 

fairytale magic into your room, whatever your age.

WALL MURAL COLLECTION

C L A I M  Y O U R  S PA C E

http://rebelwalls.com/storytime
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HOW IT WORKS
1

Select your wallpaper from the collection book or on our website.

2

Measure the width and the height of your wall.

3

Add the width and height of your wall to your order. We will produce  
the wallpaper with your measurements and deliver it in a few days.

http://rebelwalls.com


MAY MEADOW
This wild meadow is inspired by stories of journeys – long and dangerous – and by the dream of finding a 

place to call home at their end. The mix of flowers in this pattern creates a riot of color, and this wallpaper 

can be used throughout a room to produce a springtime meadow of your very own.

R14531



MAY MEADOW, PASTEL | R14532



WILD WILLOWS
Meet the animals of the forest, living together in the spirit of good companionship. In this dreamy mural intricate details, such as bugs,  

bones and roots, make it possible to find something new to explore, every time you look at this repeatable design.

R14451



MISCHIEVOUS MONKEYS
You’ll find the curious monkey and his brisk friends hiding amongst the lush green foliage of this  

wallpaper. The jungle you create looks straightforward at first glance, whether it’s on one wall or  

throughout a room – only revealing the hidden cheeky monkeys on closer inspection.

R14591



THE RABBIT’S PLAYGROUND
This detailed woodland scene is home to many good friends, playing comfortably and planning their 

next great adventure. The sideways repeatable design can be used for more than one wall, to create  

a woodland oasis wherever you choose.

R14551



THE ENCHANTED FOREST
This design brings to mind secrets and shadows, and is inspired by an enchanted forest where  

magical creatures tread softly upon the fernbeds. This sideways repeatable design can be used  

throughout a room to create a really powerful effect.

R14462



 THE ENCHANTED FOREST, DAYLIGHT | R14461



STARGAZING
When you look upon the sky and try to count the stars, the possibilities of this world seem limit-

less. This sideways repeatable depiction of the night sky can be used to create an entire room of 

stars, and inspire the desire to reach for them.

R14571



STARGAZING, DUSK | R14572



HIGH SEAS
Adventure and daring are what treasure hunts are made of, and this sideways repeatable design 

captures that feeling perfectly. It’s inspired by the old-fashioned copperplate illustration technique, 

full of hand-drawn lines and a real sense of the time taken to produce such a work.

R14502



HIGH SEAS, BLACK | R14501



LAUNDRY DAY
This wallpaper has both real garments and paper cutouts in the design – creating a repeatable 

pattern of a never-ending washing line of socks and stockings.

R14441



LAUNDRY DAY, BLUE | R14442



CATERPILLAR DREAMS
What does a caterpillar dream of? Maybe the one place he can never go, whether he’s a 

caterpillar or a butterfly – under water. This wallpaper shows a dream world where under-

water creatures are hiding in the depths of the design.

R14471



SUGAR STRIPES
If you stumbled upon a house made of gingerbread, you’d surely find it would be built 

of layers like these – chocolate pralines for bricks and jam for mortar, with many more 

mouth-watering treats hidden within.

R14621



NORDIC VALLEY
Discover the mystic of the Nordic forest, captured in this playful and colorful design. 2D drawings of 

trees and plants have been cut out, arranged and photographed in 3D to recreate the place that we 

heard belongs to little trolls.

R14582



NORDIC VALLEY, COLOR | R14581



MOUNTAIN RIDGE
Decorative mountain tops are drawn by hand with a felt-tip marker to create sharp, yet playful lines,  

in this sideways repeatable design. Use them on all four walls to add some fresh air to your room  

and evoke wanderlust.

R14584



MOUNTAIN RIDGE, COLOR | R14583



DRIPPING ICE CREAM
Lickable wallpaper must be the crowning achievement for a room. This one is not quite edible,  

but it is bursting with color – making it a feast for the eyes, if not the tongue.

R14521



LONDON HOUSES
In North West London, you’ll find Notting Hill with its adorable town houses. Here you see our take  

on their timeless architecture – created with 2D drawings, arranged and photographed in 3D.

R14601



R14492

ELEPHANT TEARS
Raindrops have a soothing effect – at least when you’re comfortably indoors. In this wallpaper 

you’ll find a sky above the city, printed with a suggestion of raindrops, which are modeled on 

elephant toes. This subtle sideways repeatable design is perfect for using throughout a room.



ELEPHANT TEARS, PASTEL | R14491



COTTON SKIES
This light and airy wallpaper will make you feel weightless as if you’re floating away on a balloon, 

high above the woods. With delicately etched clouds collecting at the top of each wall, you can 

create a beautiful sky effect throughout the whole room.

R14512



COTTON SKIES, BLACK | R14511



WOODS OF WONDER
These giant mushrooms will have you feeling like you’re in a land of wonder, whether you’re a little 

or a big kid. The sideways repeatable design plays with perspective and has the potential  

to dwarf an entire room.

R14481



JUNGLE LAND
This intricate wallpaper is inspired by the copperplate illustrations used in children’s books in the late 

nineteenth century, telling tales of unfamiliar lands filled with fantastic creatures and unknown wonders.

R14612



JUNGLE LAND, VINTAGE | R14611



R14632

HER ROYAL SLUMBER
Maybe the many layers of bedding in this fairytale wall mural is what it takes for a real princess to get 

a good night’s sleep. When used around a room, the layers of the sideways repeatable design gently 

undulate, evoking that all-important sleepy feeling.



HER ROYAL SLUMBER, VINTAGE | R14631



BY THE FIREPLACE
This beautiful piece of cross-stitch was stumbled upon in a vintage shop. The original artist is unknown, 

but the work shows a poor girl doing chores, helped by birds, maybe while dreaming of a royal ball. The 

delicate stitches are visible within the wallpaper, making this a truly unique wall hanging.

R14641



BRIAR ROSES
This wallpaper was inspired by the story of a sleeping beauty who slept for a hundred years, 

as the roses climbed the tower walls. This repeatable pattern means you can create the same 

effect in your home.

R14541



R13051

BELLEWOOD
In this pattern a mysterious forest grows from the floor and wraps the room in enchantment. 

This sideways repeatable pattern was based on several delicate toile designs – it’s a compilation 

of trees from some of the most romantic sceneries.



BELLEWOOD, RAINBOW | R13052



WWW.REBELWALLS.COM
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CLAIM YOUR SPACE –  WITH DESIGNER WALL MURALS 

–  PROUDLY PRODUCED IN SWEDEN –

instagram.com/rebelwalls facebook.com/rebelwalls pinterest.com/rebelwalls #rebelwalls

http://rebelwalls.com
http://www.instagram.com/rebelwalls/
http://www.facebook.com/RebelWalls/
http://www.pinterest.com/rebelwalls/



